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Trump International in partnership
with the Bayrock Group LLC and SOM
brings the Trump International
Hotel and Condominiums to Phoenix
C-Level Interview with
Beau Woodring
Managing Director for
the Bayrock Group LLC

Introducing
Phoenix South
the first living and business
guide to South Mountain
and Laveen Villages
of City of Phoenix

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet one-on one with
procurement representatives from
each state agency at the Cabinet
Agency Expo.
Participate in practical workshop sessions designed to de-mystify the process of
doing business with the State.
Obtain valuable information on available resources and assistance.
Register easily and quickly on the State’s procurement system to be immediately
listed as a service/product provider.
Find out how to be appointed to boards and commissions.
Hear general session remarks from Governor Janet Napolitano and dynamic
speakers Nicole Davis, Katie Pushor, Peter Heminingway and Harry Garewal.
Maximize the use of your limited time with a one-stop event.

AGENDA
8:00 am - 8:45 am
8:45 am - 9:45 am

Registration. Continental Breakfast and Cabinet Agency Expo
Opening general Session - Nicole Davis
• Remarks by Governor Napolitano
• Insights from small business owner, Peter Hemingway
• FIVE-Star Business strategy for Working with the State,
• Katie Pushor, Executive Director, Arizona Lottery
• Comments by AZ Hispanic Chamber President Harry Garewal

9:45 am - 10:00 am

Beak

10:00 am - 12:15 pm Cabinet Agency Expo
10:00 am - 11:00 am Concurrent Workshop Sessions
• The Procurement Process from A to Z...How Government Buys
• How to Prepare Winning Proposals
• Successful Marketing to State Agencies
• Contracting for Construction and Design Services

The State of Arizona is committed to significantly increasing the
participation of small, minority and women-owned businesses with
procurement opportunities. Join Governor Janet Napolitano and other
business and community leaders for this comprehensive, educational haveday program that focuses on how to successfully do business with the
State.
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11:00 am - 11:15 am Beak
11:15 am - 12:15 pm Concurrent Workshops (repeated)
12:15 pm
Program Concludes
TO REGISTER: There is no charge for this event but registration is required. Register
online at http://azgovernor.gov/spiritexpo
Questions call 602-542-1457
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Life Strategies
Consulting

Read

T HE EBONY CACTUS
magazine

• Corporate Training
• Small Business and Media Services
• Charter School Special Eduction Liaison

With 61 editions totalling more than 1,800
pages posted,
The Ebony Cactus is
the single largest, free, non-governmental
on-line, source of information on
minority businesses
in the Southwest United States*

Providing service to small businesses and
organizations since 1989
P.O. Box 24982
Tempe Arizona 85285

Office/Fax 602-437-8852
Mobile: 602-821-8191
Email: LSCPHX@aol.com
Click here for audio commercial

www.TheEbonyCactus.com

Angela Brooks

*According to our estimates

Principal Consultant/Owner
• Professional • Ethical • Driven • Successful
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May 2005
Focus on Phoenix

W

elcome to the May edition of The Ebony Cactus
magazine. Located in the fastest growing
county in the United States (Maricopa); Phoenix
Arizona is now the 5th largest city in the Country. The
“Valley of the Sun,” is an oasis in the desert with of all
the vitality and potential that a city of 1.5 million people
(3.5 million in the metropolitan area) should have.
Driven by an energetic aggressive mayor (Phil
Gordon), knowledgeable city council and interested
citizenry, development is poised to take off.
Downtown, a new Medical School for the University of
Arizona is proposed along with a new campus for
Arizona State University. New high-rise convention
quality hotels have been approved and the Phoenix
Civic Plaza is undergoing renovation and expansion.
The new light rail system is under construction
catalyzing new development along its 20-mile route
through 3 cities (Phoenix, Tempe and Mesa). Sky
Harbor International Airport has more than recovered
from 911.

With so much growth, there must naturally be growing
pains. An educated workforce is critical to economic
prosperity. Arizona State University (ASU) is raising its
academic profile in the world, but in the process, how
does it continue to assure access to all deserving
students. Phoenix is a multiethnic city with a
multiethnic heritage. Thus as business booms,
workforce, and supplier diversity issues continue to
challenge society. In addition, ASU and Phoenix must
now face the question of how to successfully give local
business access to the burgeoning “knowledge
economy.” Phoenix Metro is possible because it draws
water from 7 local rivers. However Phoenix Metro now
completely uses all locally available water and must pull
water from Colorado River 200 miles away for its
continued growth needs. Even then, the water from
the Colorado is limited. No water, no growth, and so
how does development continue?
In this edition of The Ebony Cactus we begin a multiissue look at the challenge and promise of business in
Valley of the Sun.
Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page

Trump Comes to Phoenix

Snapshot: State of the City

When the dictionaries are written 100 years from
now, the term development and Trump may be
used as synonyms. The Donald’s first development
is now on the horizon for the Biltmore district in
North Phoenix. To learn more, we interviewed
Beau Woodring, the Managing Director of Bayrock
Group LLC, one of two principle partners in the
new Phoenix high-rise development. Click here
to jump to article.

South Mountain Village is one of if not the fastest
growing regions of the City of Phoenix. On April 16
2005, Mayor Phil Gordon and Vice Mayor Michael
Johnson came to South Mountain Community
College to deliver the State of the City address.
Click here to jump to article.

Pg. 11

Pg. 24

Snapshot: Life Strategies on TV
Visibility is key to success. In our continued efforts
to get the word out on minority business, the
Ebony Cactus’ sister company Life Strategies
Consulting recently appeared on the Channel 12
Midday News. Click here to jump to article.

Pg. 12
Snapshot: Local Students Go To
China
In his book “The World is Flat” Thomas L. Friedman
suggests that it is now as easy for individuals to
collaborate across nations as across the street.
Three Arizona African American youths are
traveling to China this summer to experience first
hand how this sleeping economic giant is
awakening into the 21 century with a vengeance.
Click here to jump to article.

Pg. 12

phoenixSOUTH, The Lifestyle and
Business Guide to South
Mountain and Laveen
South Mountain/Laveen may be the fastest
growing districts in Phoenix, Arizona. It is a place
with tens of thousands of new residents and where
business is. It is the home of 3 high quality resorts,
the nations largest city park (South Mountain) and
the city’s ambitious river restoration/recreation
project Rio Salado. It is a place that though only
recently “discovered,” has a rich history and the
greatest ethnic diversity in the City. With so much
growth and development, there has been no
document to connect the dots between business,
the public and the leadership, until now. A project
of The Ebony Cactus magazine, we are pleased to
introduce phoenixSOUTH, the first business and
lifestyle guide to South Mountain and Laveen
Villages of the City of Phoenix. Click here to
jump to article.
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THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
*
An economy characterized by the recognition of knowledge as a source of
competitiveness, the increasing importance of science, research, technology and innovation
in knowledge creation, and the use of computers and the Internet to generate, share and
apply knowledge.
http://www.innovation.sa.gov.au/sti/a8_publish/modules/publish/content.asp

2005 Ebony Cactus
Advertising Rates are
now available!
Call 602-821-8191
email:
publisher@theebonycactus.com

ARE YOU READY? (SEE PAGE 30)
http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005
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J.A.S. Limitless Possibilities
J.A.S. Limitless Possibilities (JASLP) is a Virtual Assistance
company; that means you get all the administrative assistance you
need, at your convenience! Because we’re virtual, we work out
of our own office, using our own equipment, get our own
training, and work for YOU when YOU need us!
Whether you need ongoing services for your busy office, or
occasional project assistance, JASLP is what you’re
looking for!
With over 8 years experience in the administrative assistance
field,
we’re sure to have
the knowledge and
understanding
you need to help run
your business.
Check us out on the web at
http://www.jaslp.com for more info.

Insanity: doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting different
results.
--Albert Einstein

Amy Stickel
Virtual Assistant
Phone – 480.612.2168
Fax – 480.633.6252
Email – amy@jaslp.com
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Views
Positions from which observation or considerations are made.
Voices
To give voice to, the right or opportunity to express choices or opinions.

Views & Voices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moving up
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Snapshot - LSC on TV
Snapshot - Students to China
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Hubert Ross and Nicole Gavins pg 12
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Moving Up

Letters

Desert Sky Software

George,
It was good to see you at the water conference, (See the April 2005 edition of
The Ebony Cactus (http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecap105.pdf)
and to see the succinct but sufficient coverage
in The Ebony Cactus! You hit the nail on the
head with your reason why the magazine is a
sponsor of the conference--we're all involved
and need to be aware. I'm proud to have done
my bit by taking your picture. I think the
magazine is terrific.

Luke and Gail Holton owners of Desert Sky Software were profiled in the May 6th edition
of the Phoenix Business Journal.
(http://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/) (http://www.desertsky.com/)

South Mountain Laveen Chamber of Commerce
The South Mountain-Laveen Chamber of
Commerce has received of a “Friend of the City”
award from Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon (Shown
Jeffery Garza Walker Chairman of the Board and
Mayor Gordon)

Regards,
Ken
Kenneth J. Kingsley, Ph.D.
Senior Scientist
SWCA Environmental
Consultants

American Janitorial Services
Ron Busby, the owner of American Janitorial, LLC. has been named
one of ten finalists in the Greater Phoenix Chamber of Commerce
18th Annual Small Business Award. Busby’s American
Janitorial,LLC is ranked among the top 15 minority-owned janitorial
services in Phoenix and surrounding areas.

TEC April 05
Edition

Hi, Angela:
Just wanted to pass along my congrats on the great article you wrote on Liz
Trevino of Skin Frenzy. Photos and layout were terrific, too.
Ruben Hernandez
Managing Editor
Latino Perspectives Magazine

Dr. George B. Brooks, Jr.
ERRATUM: Credit for the photos taken for the Snapshot on the U of A
water conference in the April 2005 edition were accidently omitted.
The photographs were taken by Dr. Ken Kingsley. Thanks Ken.

Ebony Cactus magazine editor Dr. George B. Brooks, Jr has been
named a continuing columnist for the “!EXTRA!” section of the
Arizona Republic, Arizona’s largest newspaper.

The doer alone learneth.
--Friedrich Nietzsche
http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005
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Snap
•

The State of the
City

O

n April 16th 2005, Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon
brought his State of the City message to the
South Mountain Community College
Performing Arts Center in the heart of South
Mountain Village. Joining him was Vice Mayor
Michael Johnson, the Councilman representing
District 8 where South Mountain Community College
is located. According to Mayor Gordon, “The state of
the city is an ability of an elected official is to set the
tone as to where we should be going.” From what the
Mayor indicates, the State of the City of good.
In his remarks, Mayor Gordon focused on three
areas, Public Safety, Public Eduction and Jobs. He
stated that all of these areas were improving but the
driver that makes all improvements possible was
economic development. That is where the tax dollars
come from. “Jobs are what allow a city to prosper.
That is why were pushing in this knowledge
economy. But we are going to push so that
everybody prospers, not that you are redistributing the wealth. You
know what if you have losers we are never going to make progress.
Our goal, our job, and my focus is that we are going to make such an
economically competitive city, such a business friendly that city we
are going to have so many opportunities that our main complaint will be
where do we get workers.”
Gordon continued “When I talk about the Knowledge Economy it is
about being creative; allowing teachers to be creative, allowing
mechanics to be creative, allowing scientists to be creative. Its a
spirit, its an image that we have to foster. Ninety percent of jobs in this
city are small businesses. So we have got to get smart and we have to
focus on a business friendly climate, top to bottom particularly small
business.”

Phoenix Mayor
Phil Gordon

The Mayor’s enthusiasm is reflected in new downtown projects
including light rail, the new Arizona State University Downtown, and
University of Arizona Downtown Medical Campuses, the Translational
Genomics Institute (TGen), Cancer Research Center as well as new
living and retail space. The economic impact will drive development of
community amenities such as police, parks, libraries, senior centers
and street improvements. Public Safety and Bioscience High Schools
and other targeted schools will facilitate the development of an
educated work force for the 21st century.

http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005
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He also envisions opportunity corridors throughout the
city. These are locations where new economic choices
and jobs will be developed. One such opportunity is the
booming Baseline Corridor, located in South Mountain
and Laveen Villages between 24th street to 35th ave,
Southern Ave to Dobbins. Many of the cities economic
drivers as well as Sky Harbor International Airport are
located within Phoenix District 8 represented by City
Councilman Michael Johnson.
Photo caption (Left to Right)
•
Standing: Jeffery Garza Walker, Chair South
Mountain Laveen Chamber of Commerce. Jim
Peterson, President the Peterson Group,
Chair Arizona Democratic Party.
•
Sitting: Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon, Phoenix
Vice Mayor and District 8 Councilman, Michael
Johnson.
TEC
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Snap
•
•

Life Strategies Consulting on TV
Local Students Travel to China

to be able to say certain words such as hello, thank you and
how are you. We also must be able to teach some english.”

On-TV
Visibility is key to success. In our continued efforts to get the
word out on minority business on April 15, 2005, Angela
Brooks, owner of Life Strategies Consulting and publisher of
The Ebony Cactus magazine was featured in the small
business segment of Channel 12 Arizona MidDay News.
Angela discussed success tips for small businesses and tax
reporting readiness for start ups.

China
Later this month, 14 college students and three high
schoolers will be traveling to Wu Yi University in Jiangmen
City China, as part of an honors enrichment program at Mesa
Community College in cooperation with the travel organization
Abroad. The three high School Students all African American
are Nicole Gavins, McKenzie Ragland and Ramone Sullivan.
According to Nicole, “We want to learn more about he culture,
the living and the life of the dorm experience. We also hope to
interact with the students from China. We want to get to know
what their background is and hope to give them some
information on what it is like in American.”
Nicole continued, “I am glad that I have gotten this
opportunity to got to China and get experience out side of
America. We also get 7 hours of college credit. In preparation,
we are required to read a book called “The World to
Jiangmen.” It is about a man in the past taking the same trip
we are. We will relate our experience today to that book. Also
we were given 3 discs to learn some basic Chinese. We have

http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005
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Nicole, McKenzie and Ramone are all part of the Career
Leadership Program. The program’s founder Hubert Ross
stated, “Nicole is president of Career Leadership this year is
now into its 24th years. Career Leadership is designed to
motivate, provide hope and self discipline. It increase self
esteem for students. It provides hands on experience, the
learning by doing principle. So in terms of students learning to
hot to run meetings, public speaking, they travel they do a lot
of interacting with ASU and different conferences as well as
interfacing with some of dignitaries including the Governor,
Atty General etc. This international experience is a great
complement to the students who have come through the
program.

Photo Captions:
•
Above: Anglea Brooks and show host
Jineane Ford.
•
Left: Nicole Gavins and Mentor Hubert
Ross.
TEC

A journey of a thousand miles must begin
with a single step.
--Lao-Tzu
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News
COMPETITION ANNOUNCEMENT

operators in Africa, Asia, Europe and North America; and customers with a variety of
business models -- scheduled, charter, mainline, and low-cost. Each is focused on
growth and expansion with point-to-point travel to more destinations throughout the
world."

"Novel Approaches of Integrative Science for the Future"
Ecology and Society invites you to participate in a manuscript competition that exploits
novel ways of performing integrative science and policy research. The annual 'Ralf
Yorque Memorial Prize' of 5,000 Euro will be awarded to the most novel paper that
integrates different streams of science to assess fundamental questions in the
ecological, political, and social foundations for sustainable social-ecological systems.
Transdisciplinary science is often promoted in words and not in practice. Young
scholars derive many incentives to specialize in certain disciplines, and experience few
incentives to be creative in combining insights from various scientific disciplines and
performing science in nontraditional ways. We ask our readers to be part of an effort to
stimulate novelty and creativity of new ways of performing science.
The contributions of the winner and others that pass the normal peer-review process will
be published in E&S. We want to see your novel ideas of scientific endeavors for the
future. Indicate if the paper submitted is intended for the Ralf Yorque Memorial
Competition and state explicitly in a cover letter why you think the manuscript is eligible
for the competition (e.g. what is the novel transdisciplinary contribution).

Along with tremendous customer response, the 787 program continues defining the
airplane, including finalizing its exterior look.

Manuscript submissions, while exploring new ways of science should include a balance
of novelty and content. Each submission will be peer-reviewed for content and
assessed by a panel of judges for novelty.

"Our designers took the concept image that reflected our aspirations for the program -a truly unique and recognizable external shape -- and created an efficient airplane that
people will instantly recognize," said Bair. “Passengers will recognize the 787 because
of its distinctive nose, wings, tail and engine cowl. Inside, passengers will find bigger
windows, innovative lighting, more personal space, bigger overhead bins, a lower cabin
altitude during flight and improved humidity. “

Full details for submission to this competition can be found at
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/submissions/ry_guidelines.php
The deadline for submissions is JUNE 30, 2005.

The 787 design team is continuing to finalize internal configuration elements of the
airplane. Full firm configuration is expected to be complete this summer. Production of
the 787 will begin in 2006. First flight is expected in 2007 with certification, delivery and
entry into service in 2008.

BOEING FINALIZES 787 DREAMLINER DESIGN
SEATTLE, On April 26, 2005 the Boeing 787 Dreamliner program celebrated the
completion of its first year since launch. During the last 12 months, the program has
attracted unprecedented demand led by the historic first order for 50 airplanes from
Japan's ANA (All Nippon Airways).

The 787 is a family of three super-efficient airplanes that will provide passengers with a
better flying experience. The 787-8 Dreamliner will carry 223 passengers in threeclasses of seating with a range of up to 8,500 nautical miles (15,700 kilometers). The
787-3 will carry 296 passengers in two-class seating on ranges up to 3,500 nautical
miles (6,500 kilometers). The 787-9, a longer version of the 787-8, will carry 259
passengers in three classes with a range of 8,300 nautical miles (15,400 kilometers).
Continued on the next page

"We are very pleased with the breadth of our customer base," said Mike Bair, vice
president and general manager of the 787 program. "Our customers include established

http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005
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2005.' The legislation introduced by Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA), calls for the
elimination of all federal taxes on individuals and corporations and replaces it with a fee
on transactions. Eradicating federal taxes would fuel the economy and stimulate the job
market by permitting companies to increase their ventures and engage more
employees.

News continued

2005 AFRICAN AMERICAN BUSINESS SUMMIT
The African American Business Summit
2005 will be held Thursday June 23 through
Sunday June 26, 2005 at the Westin
Mission Hills Resort and Spa in Rancho
Mirage (Palm Springs), California.

"This is a bold new plan that will create a wealth of new jobs and economic opportunity,"
said Baker.
The Transform America Transaction Fee Act has garnered the interest of the Republican
Chair of the House Ways and Means Committee who referred the legislation to the Joint
Committee on Taxation for additional study. The bill has also received the endorsement
of New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson, and Maine Governor John Baldacci. In
addition, The National Black Chamber of Commerce which represents some 100,000
Black owned businesses has endorsed the transaction fee calling it a progressive
economic idea.

Iyanla Vanzant, Kwame Jackson (from The
Apprentice); Morris Reid and Jaci Wilson Reid; Mablean "Judge Mablean" Ephriam,
Anthony Assadullah Samad; Reginald Williams; Lisa Nichols; C. Everett
Wllace...Howard Hewitt...over 50 speakers and presenters.
See
http://www.aabs2005.com for complete list of speakers and bios.
FOUR WAYS TO REGISTER:
1.

Go to http://www.aabs2005.com and follow the registration instructions;

2.

Call our office at 323-299-6000;

3.

Mail registration form to P.O. Box 8746; Los Angeles, CA 90009;

4.

Fax completed registration form to 323-299-6006. We accept major credit
cards, checks and money orders/cashier's checks.

Baker will testify before the tax advisory panel on Wednesday, May 11, 2005 in
Washington, DC. Details on the transaction fee proposal can be reviewed through the
panel's official website: http://comments.taxreformpanel.gov T E C

THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
*
The Knowledge Economy refers to the use of
knowledge to produce economic benefits. The phrase
came to prominence in New Zealand in the mid-to late1990s as a way of referring to the manner in which
various high-technology businesses, especially
computer software, telecommunications and virtual
services, as well as educational and research
institutions, can contribute to a country's economy.

AABS 2005 continues to be the most economical national conference in America.
Check out the cost of attending other conferences this year...you will see that we are
by far the most economical...and, we include most meals!
For more details, visit http://www.aabs2005.com
NOTE: The Ebony Cactus is a media sponor for this event.

SMALL BUSINESS HAS VOICE BEFORE
PRESIDENT'S TAX REFORM PANEL

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_economy

Washington, DC - When the President's Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform meets
later in May, they will hear testimony from small business owner James Baker, Chairman
of Baker & Company, LLC, a management consulting firm. Small businesses play an
important part in the United States economy. More than 22 million small businesses
produce three quarters of all the net new jobs each year.

ARE YOU READY? (SEE PAGE 30)

Baker will be a witness advocating for the 'Transform America Transaction Fee Act of
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Calendar
Arizona
May 12
Chamber at Anthem Business for Breakfast
Location: Phoenix. Time: 7:00am – 8:00am. Event to be held at the Hampton Inn, 42415 N. 41st Dr., Anthem
(Located just south of Anthem Way and west of the I-17 Freeway on 41st Dr.)

Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce Breakfast Networking Forum
Location: Phoenix: Time: 7:00am- 9:00am. APS Corporate Office-400 North 5th Street, 2nd Floor. For more
information www.phoenixblackchamber.com

May 14
Women Business Builders:
Record Keeping for the Small
Business
Location: Glendale. Time: 2:00pm.
Presented by Gloria D. Sheldon, CPA, MBA
of Sheldon’s Accounting Services, Inc. at
the Glendale Library. Call 623-930-3572 for
more details.

May 16
W.I.S.K. (Women in Business I
Should Know)
Location: Phoenix. Time: 11:30am to 1:30pm
UNIVERSITY CLUB, 39 E. Monte Vista Road,
Phoenix (across from Heard Museum). Save
this date: June 20. For More information
contact Joyce Geyser at mjgpc@cox.net

Jobing.com Career Expo
Location: Phoenix (Downtown) Civic Plaza.
Time: Noon- 5:00pm. Dress to impress and
bring your resume! For more information call:
602-262-6225.
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May 19
South Mountain/Laveen Chamber Evening Mixer

May 18
Trade Visions 2005

Location: Phoenix. Time: 5:30pm to 7:30pm, Coyoaca’n, 9014 S. Central. Call: 602-4952194 for more information.

Location: San Diego. Time: See website. San Diego Convention Center. Presenting
Sponsor FedEx Contact: Beth Abbott, Marketing, Programs and Communications
Director at 619-615-0868 x109 or babbott@sdwtc.org. Read more about this event
at: http://www.sdchamber.org/

May 24
Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce Evening
Business Mixer

May 19
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce Small Business
Awards and Luncheon.

Location: Phoenix. Time: 5:30pm – 7:30pm. Hosts: Attorneys Hardy & Umbreit.
Address:
827
N
5th
Ave
(5th
Ave
&
Roosevelt).
Visit:
http://www.phoenixblackchamber.com for more details.

Location: San Diego. Time: See website. Marriott Hotel and Marina, Downtown San
Diego. For more details go to: http://www.sdchamber-members.org/

June 15
2005 Summer Business Expo

May 26th
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce Monthly Mixer

Location: Phoenix. The expo will take place from 2:00pm - 7:00pm with a Chamber After
5 Mixer networking event from 5:00pm – 7:00pm. Held at the Arizona Biltmore Resort &
Spa 2400 E. Missouri Ave. 602) 495-2182

Location: San Diego. Time: 5:30pm - 7:30pm. Custom Laser Center. The Chancellor
Park grotto, between 4510 and 4520 Executive Drive. Cost: $25. This e vent is open to
Chamber members only. Please call (619) 544-1382 or email
ljohnson@sdchamber.org

July 5
51 Tips in Public Relations and Marketing You Should Know to
Grow Your Small Business

June 3
First Friday’s San Diego (FFSD) Monthly Business Mixer

Location: Phoenix. Time: 2:30pm – 4:30pm 201 N. Central Ave. 27th Floor. Award
Winning small businesses Life Strategies Consulting and Ebony Cactus Magazine will
present 51 Public Relations and Marketing tips that are sure to put your business on the
map. Register today! E-mail us at: lscphx@aol.com or call: (602) 821-8191.

Location: San Diego. Time: 5:30pm.-8:00pm. For more information visit:
http://www.ffsd.com.

Nevada

Don’t Drop the Ball. Make a Home run by Including Your Event Here. Networking,
Professional Development, Government Policy meetings, e-mail to Angela @
ecmagazine@aol.com Deadline: 21st of every month.

Monthly
Las Vegas Urban Chamber of Commerce Monthly Luncheon

California

Location: Las Vegas. $20 for members; $25 for non-members and ALL walk-ins. RSVP
at 648-6222. Fax: 702 648-6223 or E-mail: info@urbanchamberlv.org. Sponsored
by UCC. TEC

May 13
University California San Diego Turning Infringement into a
Revenue Opportunity The Ins and Outs of Licensing Workshop

Out Fox Your Competition.

Location: San Diego. Time 8:00am – 12:00 (NOON) Cost: $35.00. To register visit:
http://www.connect.org/programs/rta/index.htm
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WellDone

June 17-18, 2005
June 17 • Glendale Civic Center Luncheon
Keynote Speaker: JEFF MOORAD, Arizona Diamondbacks
Emcee: CRAIG FOUHY, ABC 15 TV
2005 Pat Tillman Community Service Award Winner:
Lula Gonzalez, William Dickey and the City of Glendale
Workshops with Media, Sports and Community Leaders

Job Search / Local and National
In-depth, Reliable, Time Saving

June 18-Golf with Sports and Community
Leaders at Estrella Mountain Ranch

Clerical

ORDER TICKETS: www.linkingsports.com
602-763-9900

Outsource with ease. Contract or utilize services as needed.
Great for small businesses

Sponsors Include

City of Glendale, The Leadership Consortium
Fennemore Craig, The Business Journal
& AZ Diamondbacks

Proofreading

Rich Dad Poor Dad, 820 KTAR, MEGA 14.3, Ellie Zeigler,
Phoenix Coyotes, City of Phoenix, Denise Meridith
Consultants, Kelly Consulting Alliance & SchneiderYates & Assoc

Great for public speakers, corporate administrators, various
authors,
college students

It’s not done until it’s
WellDone
Susan Morris
602-300-5252 / 2drb@cox.net
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Have You
Been Considering
Breast Enhancements, Laser
Hair Removal, Liposuction,
Rhinoplasty, Body Contouring, Botox, Laser Skin
Resurfacing or Collagen
Injection?
If so, you owe it to
yourself to contact the
office of Dr. Larry C.
Leverett MD.
Dr. Larry C. Leverett
480.706.5830
http://www.leverettmd.com
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Tools:
Something regarded
profession.

as

necessary

to

the

carrying

out

of

one's

occupation

or

Solutions:
The methods or processes of solving problems. The answers to or disposition of
problems.

tools & solutions
•

Marketing

20

How to capitalize on media exposure

•

Getting Started

21

so you want to start a business pt 3

•

home

Contributing
writers:
•
Yuwanda
Black
•
James Hicks
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Marketing
How to Capitalize Off Media Exposure by Yuwanda Black (bio & contact info on pg 6)

M

arketing is really a herd mentality, eg, if everyone‘s covering it, it must be newsworthy. So how
do you turn the herd in your direction?

1)

Update Your Marketing Material: As soon as you receive a media mention, especially if it
is in a high-profile publication, add it to your marketing material. As in your brochure, website,
professional profile, etc. Many times, you get so busy that you forget to update your materials.
But, your media/client page/portfolio is just as important as the product/service you sell. So, be
sure to keep them updated.

2)

Advertise It: What do I mean by this? Send out press releases (via free sites like
http://www.prweb.com/) and copies of the publication where you appeared to media outlets.
Also write articles or put riders at the bottom of your ads, eg, "as recently seen in XYZ
magazine." This feeds into the herd mentality of the media.
Ever wonder why most news stations carry the same story? Because they are afraid that if they
don't cover it, they will be viewed as the station that missed the "big story." So, if you are picked
up by one media outlet, your chances of being picked up by another outlet increases.

NOTE: You may have to pitch your story with a different slant. Eg, Magazine A did a story on
ethnic decorating featuring your products. Magazine B might cover "local entrepreneurs with
decorating businesses." Don't worry about "how" you're covered, just that you get coverage.
3)

http://www.THEEBONYC ACTUS.com Vol. 4 No. 5 May 2005

Get Testimonials: How? Outright ask for them via a feedback form/email address on your
website, direct contact and/or request sent along with a purchase from your business. It can be
as little as one line. When you get it, use it! Put it in/on all of your marketing material (website,
brochure, postcard, etc.). If you do these things consistently, before you know it, media
coverage will come more easily to you because not only are potential customers/clients seeing
you in the news -- journalists are also. TEC
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Getting Started
So You Want to Start A Business Pt. 3 by Jim Hicks (bio on pg 6)

T

o pick up from where we left off in part 2 (TEC April 2005), in the
following sections, you might see an entry "NA". This means that the
denominator in the equation equaled zero. Since we cannot divide by
zero, an error is created. This should not be taken as a negative. In fact, it
can be very positive. Many of the ratios are figured on debt. If you have no
debt, you have a zero denominator. Frankly, I think that is wonderful. I just
wanted you to know the math behind this. You should understand each ratio
well enough to determine if there might be cause for concern or celebration.

Balance Sheet
This shows the relationship of your assets, liabilities, and your net worth.

Ratio Analysis
Now you can analyze the Income Statement and the Balance Sheet, which
will allow you to see if your idea is healthy or not. This analysis will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current Ratio Current Assets/Current Liabilities
Acid Ratio Cash + AR/Current Liabilities
Debt Ratio Total Assets/Total Liabilities
TIE Times Earned Interest
EBIT (Earnings Before Interest & Taxes)/ Interest Expense
Inventory Turn Ending Inventory X 360/Cost of Goods Sold
Avg. Collection AR X 360/Sales
Total Asset Turn Sales/Total Assets
Gross Margin Gross Profit/Sales
Net Margin Net Income/Sales
Return on Assets Net Income/Total Assets
Return on Equity Net Income/Net Worth
Officers Comp Officer's Compensation/Sales

Dun & Bradstreet Industry Norms

(excruciating) explanations are in the D&B book.

RMA
Another set of industry statistics comes from the Robert Morris
Associates. The same advice holds for these as for the D&B reports.
(Available from most public libraries). It is recommended that after you
have compiled the above financial requisites, then the text can be
completed. Please note that all of this information is an integral part of
the financial information you will need for an Executive Summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of business you have or are starting.
If you are currently in business, how are you doing?
What form you business is in - proprietorship, partnership,
corporations (Subchapter S, etc.)
How are you going to be profitable and how profitable?
What distinguishes your business from the competition?
What are the financial rewards?

Financial Goals Table
The data for this table is available from the Proforma Financials (Stock
Analysis).

The Management
Include either your resume (if proprietor) or short biographies (if
partnership or corporation). Be sure to include all experience and
information pertinent to this type of business. Then you will need to
include a section on duties and responsibilities. This might incorporate a
simple organization chart. Include salaries.
Next Month, Pt. 4 TEC

None of the ratios mean anything until you can compare them to others in
your industry. The "Industry Norms" are complied on the basis of SIC Code
numbers. Not all numbers are available, so if your code is not, use the closest
you can find. You do not want to be in the lower range of numbers nor do you
want to be beyond the highs. No one will believe you if you are higher. If you
are low, it will be very hard to get anyone to fund you, as most projections are
believed to be optimistic. (Available from most public libraries). Detailed
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Quote
“When I talk about the
Knowledge Economy it is
about being creative;
allowing teachers to be
cr ea tiv e, a ll owi ng
mechanics to be creative,
allowing scientists to be
creative. Its a spirit, its an
image that we have to
foster.”
Phoenix Mayor
Phil Gordon
April 2005

Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce

http://www.gpbcc.org A Winning Strategy
click here to listen the latest GPBCC internet talk radio
show
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Profiles:
Biographical essays presenting the subject's most noteworthy characteristics and
achievements.
Places:
The particular portion of space occupied by or allocated to persons or things.
Things:
Entities, ideas,
existence.

or

qualities

perceived,

known,

or

thought

to

have

their

own

profiles, places & things
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Coming Attractions
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Trump Phoenix
phoenix South

•
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Trump Card
Beau Woodring
Managing Director
Bayrock Group, LLC.
725 5th Ave 24th Floor NY,NY 10022
http://www.phoenixatitsbest.com
When the dictionaries are written 100
years from now, the terms development
and Trump may be synonymous! The
Donald’s first development in Phoenix is
now on the horizon for the Biltmore
district. To learn more, we spoke with
Beau Woodring, the Managing Director of
Bayrock Group LLC, one of two principle
partners along with Trump in the new
Phoenix high-rise development.

Artist Conception
Pedestrian Plaza

By George B. Brooks, Jr. Ph.D.
Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page

26th Street and Camelback Today

What is Bayrock Group LLC.?
We are partners in the Phoenix development and have
done other projects with Trump International.

About the project?
On four and one half acres, located at the corner of 26th
Street and Camelback, we propose to develop
condominiums and a luxury condo hotel. The condo hotel
is a luxury 5 star Trump International Brand where each
of the rooms are sold off to individual owners just like
condos. So someone can buy and live in a luxury hotel
and stay there as long or as short as they want. In
design, it will be one building divided into two sections.
Maybe 200 condo-hotel rooms and roughly 150 to 200
condos.
The Trump International Brand hotel here in New York
City was rated the number one hotel in all of North
America. That’s better than every Four Seasons, Ritz
Carlton, and Peninsula. These may be the highest level
of luxury in all of Phoenix.

Will there be business offices and retail?
No. We will probably have a restaurant or two, a spa, a
gift shop and perhaps a high end jeweler. There will be a
public plaza and green space (see previous page).

BEAU
Woodring

Why this location?
This location is perfect. The Biltmore area has been a
prestigious, highly recognized quality location for many
years. It is an excellent first step for Bayrock and Trump
to come into the Phoenix market and to do more projects
thereafter.

Approximately what is the value of the
construction.
The total project cost will be $150 to $200 million
depending on the square footage. We are shooting for
approximately 600,000 square feet.

What is the proposed start date?

How many jobs will be generated?

We are still in the entitlement process and probably will
be for a couple more months. In the summer we expect
to be begin our architecturals, begin our sales in the
winter and begin construction in spring of 2006. The
project will take between 18 to 24 months to complete.

Our economic impact analysis estimated about 480 or so
permanent jobs would be generated. The local school
district alone would receive $900,000 annually. Another
1.5 million annually in tax revenue to the City. The condohotel product is the highest taxed product of any real
estate. This is because they pay normal property taxes
as normal owners, but on top of that they also pay hotel
bed taxes. A lot of revenue is generated to the cities by
hotel-condos.
Continued on the next page
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this writing, the Arizona Republic Newspaper reports
negotiations may begin on the height issue.)

You mentioned this is your entryway into
Phoenix?
We are looking downtown for our second project. We
hope to find this site and tie it up this year. We are
looking at three or four different sites there right now.

Have you visited South Mountain-Laveen
Villages?

26th Street and Camelback Tomorrow?
Continued from the previous page

How much for a condo?
We expect to be the most expensive condos ever in the
City of Phoenix. I would guess they would start at
$750,000 and up. Average unit size will probably around
1,800 ft2.

What kind of services might you need long
term?
In addition to the general contractor and sub-contractors
there will also be need for hospitality services, security,
dry cleaning, restaurant management, supplies, hotel
supplies, waste removal, janitorial services, lighting
consultants, landscape consultants. The list goes on
and on.

Companies that are interested in the contracting
opportunities can contact me and I will direct them to the
appropriate person. They should go to the web page and
send an email to Trump International Phoenix or to mail
their company information or to our company address
(see address at the beginning of story).

The local community is having some
difficulty with the height of the building.
Why is 18 stories needed?
Architectural integrity and architectural significance is
important. Also height allows you to narrow the width of
the building. What we are proposing is to narrow the
building, push all the height up front on Camelback, and
that will allow not just architectural integrity but allows for
greater light and air to pass through. (Editor’s Note: At
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We had a golf event called “Duck” at the Legacy (In
SMV). Trump sponsored it and it was for downtown urban
kids. It was a lot of fun and a bunch of kids came out.
That another thing that Trump will bring to this city. They
tend to be very philanthropic wherever they do business.
It is a matter of being a good neighbor and getting
involved with the community. Bayrock will do this as well.
We expect to do more events.

Many of our readers are minority business
owners. Do you have any supplier diversity
goals?
We are just now beginning to consider the question of
how one goes about implementing this in Phoenix.

Would you be willing to work with local
organizations help facilitate?
That is an excellent idea. TEC
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Introducing

phoenixSOUTH

A product of the Ebony Cactus magazine * Call 602-821-8191 for details (TEC@theebonycactus.com)

•

•

•

•

•

The First Business And Lifestyle Guide To Celebrate South Mountain • To be Published May 2006.
Reserve your space NOW!
and Laveen Villages, The Fastest Growing Regions Of The City Of
Sections:
Phoenix
•
Connecting the Dots Between Visitors, Residents, Government and •
•
Business.
•
•
Published in an Interactive Flash Based CD-Rom Format (Windows •
And Mac)
•
•
40,000 Copies Distributed to 10,000 Businesses, 20,000 Homes and •
10,000 to the general public
•
•
•
Ad Space For More Than 1,000 Businesses On Sale Now
•
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Intro: South Mountain & Laveen
Government and Leadership
History
Diversity
Recreation
Arts and Culture
Shopping & Dining
Lodging/Resorts/Spas
Religious and Spiritual
Lodging
Housing
Calendar of Events
Business Guide
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BTW

By The Way

by Angela Brooks, Publisher & George B. Brooks, Jr. Ph.D. Editor

Resistance Is Futile.

"The sage puts himself in the background yet is always to
the fore; remains outside, but is always here”
– Lao Tzu

Women, Minorities and Knowledge Economy
We hope you enjoyed this edition of The Ebony Cactus. In our
next edition however (June 2005), we begin to grapple with
what may be the most important issue facing minorities in the
United States, the advent of the Knowledge Economy. These
perfectly paired words are used to describe where the American
and global economic cultures are headed.
Arizona State University’s president, Michael Crow, suggested
Phoenix will inevitably grow to become “The Knowledge
Economy Capital of the Western United States.” However, we
cannot help but wonder, where are the minority and womenowed businesses at this point of societal change? Where will
this creatively dynamic sector of the nation’s fifth largest city be
in twenty years or even one year from now? Will we grasp the
fundamental values of the knowledge economy and fuse it’s
values with our own? In this rapidly changing society how can we
conceptionally then practically define ourselves thus
strengthening our competitive advantage?
At the Ebony Cactus we are firm believers in training and guided
transformation. The term training means the process of teaching
or learning a new job or skill. It can also mean the process of
improving physical fitness by exercise and diet. The term
transformation means to alter, change or renovate. We choose
to address the terms training (physical reference) and
transformation, in brief, because the two together are not likely
thought of in terms of business growth and sustainability.
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When a budding professional athlete prepares for a
significant competition, he or she must first seek to
understand the circumstances of winning. In grasping the
concept, a key component of that insight every winner
knows is to do those things that winners do. Champions
constantly monitor their styles of performance and in-take
of nutrients most beneficial for supreme outcomes.
Additionally, they practice (M&M) mind- molding which is a
concept in psychological change derived from creative
visualization practices and utilized in developing healthy
transformation. The Knowledge Economy is here and has
firmly entrenched itself into our culture(s) both at home
and at the office. Minority and women-owed businesses
must ready themselves for the wave of societal change by
training themselves, in what will most often be the case, in
many non-traditional, unorthodox ways. I am sure the two
groups will do a fine job assimilating. They’ve done so in
other aspects of their lives since their dawn. Ingenuity
Creates Empowerment. TEC
Essential Reading -“Transition to the Knowledge Society;
Policies and Strategies for Individual Participation and
Learning”, Edited by Kjell Rubenson and Hans G.
Schuetze
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LEGAL
How to Receive The Ebony
Cactus

The various incarnations of the internet
are new and exciting vehicles for the distribution of information. Regrettably,
they are still far less than perfect and not fully controlled or secure. The Ebony
Cactus magazine is distributed only by the website, by e-mail subscription or by
direct e-mail request. The Ebony Cactus Magazine (TEC) therefor cannot
warrant that the function or operation of The Ebony Cactus magazine Electronic
Document, autoresponder, The Ebony Cactus website or linked websites will
be free of defects, that defects will be corrected, or that they will be free of
viruses or other harmful elements.

Published twice monthly, The Ebony Cactus (TEC) is a 100% electronic
magazine, no hard copies will be available. To receive it, you need a recent
model P.C. or Macintosh computer equipped with E-mail and Adobe Acrobat
Reader 6.0. Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 will work, but some features will not be
available. Copies of The Ebony Cactus may be accessed in the following
manners:

As a visitor to and a user of The Ebony Cactus magazine or Website, you, in
effect, agree that your access will be subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in this legal notice and that access is undertaken at your own risk. As a
visitor to and user of The Ebony Cactus Website or Electronic Magazine, you
must assume full responsibility for any costs associated with servicing of
equipment used in connection with use of our site or documents. The Ebony
Cactus magazine shall not be liable for damages of any kind related to your use
of or inability to access the website or opening the TEC magazine electronic
file.

1. E-mail subscription
You may subscribe to the Ebony Cactus by either sending a subscription
request to: Subscriptions@theebonycactus.com or by clicking the
subscription link found at http://www.theebonycactus.com
The latest edition will be sent to you twice monthly as an e-mail attachment (see
legal). Note, the subscription list is for the use of TEC only. It will not be sold or
distributed to any outside parties. There is no subscription cost.
2. Download from the web page
Archived copies of the most recent and past editions of The Ebony Cactus will
be found at http://www.theebonycactus.com for download (see legal).
No cost.

We endeavor to present the most recent, most accurate, and most reliable
information on our E-magazine and Website at all times. However, there may be
occasions when some of the information featured in The Ebony Cactus
magazine or at http://www.theebonycactus.com may contain incomplete
data, typographical errors, or inaccuracies. Any errors are wholly unintentional.
In addition, the opinions of guest writers are their own and may not reflect the
views of TEC and thus TEC can not be held liable. Please be aware that we
present our content "as is" and make no claims to its accuracy, either expressed
or implied. We reserve the right to amend errors, make changes to our Website,
or to update our magazine at any time without prior notice. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, The Ebony Cactus magazine disclaims all warranties,
expressed or implied.

3. Send it to a Friend
Knowledge is power. The Ebony Cactus magazine offers knowledge.
Empower your associates.
Tell them.

Main Index
No part of this magazine may be used for business or promotional use without a
written request and permission from the Publisher or the Editor.
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Next Edition, June 2005
Preparing for the knowledge economy

are you ready?
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Click Here
to listen to
a reading by
the author

Mary L. Mitchell
from this
Important New Book
Mary Mitchell

Serenity, a heart-wrenching story of the stark
realities of child abuse, dysfunction, incest
and how one woman triumphs!
Available now! To order contact:
Mary L. Mitchell
Mitchell654@aol.com
602-565-3257
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